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Abstract—Traceability of objects or persons is the ability to track a certain target, its movements, its actions, and be able to locate it during 
the surveillance period. By definition, traceability contradicts that of Privacy. Privacy of objects or persons insures the confidentiality and 
discreetness of the targets’ whereabouts, their actions, and current locations. With the inception of Ubiquitous Computing UC technologies, 
such as Location Based Services LBSs, tracking and monitoring in Mobile Ad hoc Networks MANETs and Vehicle Ad hoc Networks 
VANETs, and/or Biometric Identification, both traceability and privacy could be either maintained or violated, because objects and persons 
can be tracked and or protected using UC applications. As the objectives of both terms Traceability and Privacy collide in UC applications, 
a rise in the need of providing a model to verify that each term’s goals do not contradict one another by drawing lines and/or providing 
channels or solutions to insure equilibrium on both sides of the equation. 

Index Terms— Ad hoc networks, flow-thing model, mobility, privacy, system modelling, traceability, ubiquitous computing.   
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1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     
 

mart technology has made its way into almost every elec-
tronic device in the present time. It is almost natural to 
see everyday electronics making the jump. By Smart we 

mean that a device can process, store, and collect data. Mobile 
phones have been transformed from communication devices 
into full-fledged smart devices. They can locate their user, col-
lect data from the internet, Geographical Positioning System 
GPS, send and receive, and detect signals. Advancements in 
nano technology have enabled very small processors that re-
quire, very small space, power, and have low battery usage, 
and heat emissions, have made the tiniest sensors to be very 
accurate, capable, and resilient. These sensors can track the 
movement of persons, or objects with special tags (Electro-
magnetic EM bars, or Radio Frequency Identification Devices 
RFIDs). And so a simple form of a traceability system is a 
group of sensors in a given area. Existing traceability systems 
strive for linking actions to a source, monitoring targets, or 
locating and authenticating objects or persons using their per-
sonal identifiers, such as their fingerprint, retina, serial num-
ber, or face recognition. These systems' objective is to be able 
to trace their targets. UC technologies have paved the way for 
monitoring, tracking, as well as tracing systems to be elabo-
rate, distributed, and be available almost in any time (e.g. 
cameras, low power devices, and small sensors, RFIDs, wire-
less communication networks, GPSs). UC usage can be seen in 
material management, supply chain management, health care 
sectors, and identification of individuals [1], and continually 
making the internet an Internet of Things.  

While the purpose, and usage of such systems is meant to 
be benign, and to help users complete more tasks, and insure 
quality of work and proof of existence in work environments. 

This advancement however, might be unwelcomed in the pri-
vacy, security, and anonymity world. Because such systems 
can store sensitive data about individuals (e.g. their names, 
current location, current actions), or objects (e.g. the owner 
might not be aware that his/her object is being tracked, which 
may lead to the tracking of the owner as well). And with ques-
tionable security measures, this contradicts directly with the 
use of privacy measures or systems (users are not tracked, 
sensitive information regarding people, objects is handled 
with care, all use of private information is seen and known to 
participating parties.) 

According to [2], some of the privacy concerns in UC are 
inappropriate usage of the collected data, and the UC system 
dissemination of the users’ data to other users, without the 
knowledge or consent of the users themselves. An example is 
an employee in a UC environment who is being monitored, 
his/her actions, and movement are all being tracked by a UC 
system [3]. Another is the tracing of an object such as a book in 
a library, its circulation, and current location can be known 
using the tracking system. In the first example, privacy is 
clearly being violated, as an employee might not want to be 
tracked during the working hours. The latter example might 
also violate the borrower’s privacy, if it can track the book in a 
specific environment, the campus for the library for example, 
but to a lesser degree. 

The answer to this problem might lie in the foundation of a 
privacy-aware tracking system, in which both goals of tracea-
bility and privacy concerns are met. How can such a system be 
made? By providing a modeling method, as well as the utiliza-
tion of privacy protection techniques, such as Separation of 
Duties SoD, privacy aware environments, and/or encryption 
protocols, into these systems we can have a privacy-aware 
tracking system. In this paper, the proposed method will uti-
lize the Flow-thing Model FM, proposed by S. Al-Fedaghi in 
[4], in order to verify the usage of data and its flow among 
tracking systems to allow us to find or point out privacy con-
cerns. 

This paper is organized as follows: in Section II, review of 
the works on traceability and privacy systems, and how to 
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provide both in the infrastructures of UC systems will be giv-
en. Section III sheds light on the FM model and how to use it 
to display data usage and dissemination. Then, in Section IV, a 
case study is given to highlight the privacy issues in tracking 
systems, and in Section V, the proposed model which is the 
modified system discussed in the case study (with FM) will be 
used to pinpoint the privacy problems, and extract solutions. 
Finally, Section VI gives the concluding remarks found 
throughout the research done in this paper. 

2 PREVIOUS WORK 
 
In Ref. [3], the authors face the problem of traceability and 
privacy. The paper defines the goals of privacy and traceabil-
ity in the light of Ubiquitous Computing. The goals of both 
traceability and privacy are contradictory still. UC can be 
viewed as the infrastructure for computing devices that are 
ubiquitous and are there, almost everywhere. These compu-
ting elements are also invisible, and can sense their environ-
ments and collect data and save it, and hence their potential 
benefits and threatens for both traceability and privacy, re-
spectively. The paper defines an architecture that would strike 
a balance in between both the traceability and privacy goals of 
Ubiquitous Computing environments. The architecture is 
made out of several elements, which are a Sensor Manager, 
Context Server; Access Control; Identity Management; Virtual 
Environment, and a Transparency Management. The first, the 
Sensor Manager, is responsible for gathering and managing 
every sensor unit, it collect the sum of information and in-
teroperates them with the Context Server. The second element, 
Context Server, is responsible for creating the data about the 
objects and individuals; it can store and process this data. The 
third, the Access Control, this component is situated on top of 
the Context Server and it governs the access to the data in it. It 
can be tuned to allow sets of data to be accessed selectively, 
such as sensitive and non-sensitive data can be filtered. The 
fourth component, which is the Identity Management, is re-
sponsible for managing the users for these environments. 
Through the Identity Manager allows the users to configure 
their setting for traceability and privacy. The fifth component, 
which is the Virtual Environment, which provides a layer for 
the system to and an outside body, using this layer allows for 
system data to be secured before it is transported to a different 
outside body, such as a third party organization. Sensitive 
data can be selected as not to be transported. The sixth and 
final element, the Transparency Manager audits the access to 
private data. This component is essential to ensure privacy for 
individuals from the users of the system, such as companies 
and governments. While the paper provides robust system 
architecture, it does not provide a model to capture the weak-
nesses in current UC systems, nor does it provide an infor-
mation flow for its novel system architecture. In this paper, 
these shortcomings will be overcome, while adapting some 
components of this architecture. The paper also discussed sev-
eral architectures that provide privacy in tracing and UC sys-
tems, such as Mix Zones, Spatial and Temporal Cloaking, and 
Virtual Walls [3]. 

Methods have been proposed in order to preserve a level of 
privacy in environments where traceability is a perquisite, 
environments such as MANETs and VANETs [5] [6]. For 
VANETs, in [7], a protocol that provides privacy in the au-
thentication process is proposed. In VANETs, vehicles are au-
thenticated, and monitored by the infrastructure through 
Road Side Units RSAs, which are scattered across the road. 
These provide the sensors for the VANETs. Vehicles are 
equipped with computing devices that allow for communica-
tion with RSAs, such as communicating when entering and 
leaving the VANET. The privacy issue comes into play when 
we consider the nature of the RSAs. Since vehicles enter and 
exit the VANET very quickly, the RSAs job of authentication, 
especially given the amount of traffic and the very little allot-
ted time for a RSA. Given their high number, their low cost is 
required, which entails their simplicity in structure. This ena-
bles for easy tampering of their data, or even compromising 
them with fake RSAs. The proposed method suggests the use 
of public key encryption in VANETs. Utilizing hierarchy of 
Trusted Authorities TAs, a TA, then a State TA STA, and final-
ly a City TA CTA, this will elevate the demeaning computa-
tional overhead from the RSAs and unto more capable units. 
Privacy is insured since public key cryptography is highly 
used in almost every type of communication technology pro-
tocol. 

Another proposed method for VANETs is given in [8], 
where a privacy preserving authentication protocol is pro-
posed for VANETs. The proposed protocol uses a mutual-
authentication protocol that allows for a privacy-preserving 
VANET, through anonymous communication. The method 
utilizes a Trusted Center TC in the VANET, where only this 
entity knows the identity of the participating vehicles in its 
domain. Therefore any other communication between vehicle 
to vehicle, or vehicle to any road side unit would be anony-
mous communication. Public key is also in use in this method. 
The problem faced in the proposed method is the additional 
delay made by the introduction of levels in which certification 
go through. 

In Ref. [9], the paper vision of the UC future might as well 
parallel that of Ohm’s nightmare scenario [10]. In which an 
adversary, or an authority body, given enough information 
found on the internet, databases, or any other source (most 
probably the data banks of a UC system), this foe or control-
ling body can use this information through re-identification 
methods (de-anonymization) [11] [12], to harass individuals, 
blackmail them, or geographically identify them and may 
physically bring harm to them. The paper proposes Privacy 
Awareness System pawS, which relies on democratic basis of 
rules, where people are expected to respect the others safety, 
freedom, and privacy. This is done by utilization of law en-
forcement, social etiquette, and legal laws. Similar to, as the 
author claims, traffic laws and monetary laws, social and law-
ful laws and norms facilitate them. pawS is a set of tools and 
collections, used by such UC systems, while utilizing pawS, 
the data subjects need to be notified about their the data col-
lected about them. This holds the UC system’s implementing 
pawS to be accountable against the law if a privacy breach is 
done to an individual or a group of individuals. pawS also 
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utilizes anonymity and encryption as well by the compatible 
system. Using Platform for Privacy Preferences Project (P3P) 
privacy policies the user can decide to what level he/she 
wants to be tracked, these services are integrated in pawS. 
These privacy policies are also stored along with the user data, 
in order to allow accountability for each set of data collected 
from the same user. This, however, is not enough, because the 
systems main infrastructure is still in danger of hackers’ at-
tacks, which can still compromise our privacy, but at least not 
from within the system itself. While pawS provide a sufficient 
infrastructure, problem arise from the fact that extra pawS 
hardware must be used (e.g.: pawDB), and pawS allow for 
privacy enabling method, but cannot guarantee the architec-
ture to be protected against hackers. The idea behind pawS is 
to merge private data into metadata, such as with Digital 
Right Management DRM.  

Legal and privacy issues of UC can be found in [1]. The 
German Federal Constitutional Court has pointed out some 
point in order to that would adhere to the privacy issue in UC. 
These points do come in conflict with the definition of UC, 
and they can be summarized as follows: 
• Limiting the data collection conflict the UC goal to be invisi-

ble, ready, and loaded with information to help users 
• Users’ need of viewing data collected about them conflicts 

with the data amount and processing procedures 
• Since UC systems are spread over a myriad of systems, loca-

tions, devices, and even people. It is difficult to find a single 
body accountable for legal issues  

The paper also lists the potentials and future problems that 
might arise if there were no policies to govern and solve pri-
vacy issues in UC systems. The potentials are: large companies 
would integrate UC system (which includes traceability sys-
tems by default) into their architectures, these large bodies 
would then provide these services to smaller companies, and 
so UC will see huge market penetration, and with it privacy is 
at risk. The problems include: the increased complexity of UC 
systems makes it difficult for users and systems to insure pri-
vate handling of the data. The paper claims that a modeling 
schema that enables formal specifications for the balancing of 
both traceability and privacy are met, and privacy is insured 
and intact in these systems.  

Preventive measure for UC systems include Observation 
and monitoring [13], authentication, and privacy aware proto-
cols [14], Securing existing UC systems such as RFID systems 
[15], Anonymization and encryption [1], and utilizing privacy 
policies [9] [16], where users select the level of privacy they 
want and are legally accountable of. The key in providing and 
meeting requirements lies in a system model that will enable 
for information flow elements, and in doing so, enables mod-
elers to identify privacy risks in traceability systems such as 
UC systems. 

3 MODEL ANALYSIS 
In order to provide a model to verify or evaluate the privacy 
awareness, or potential privacy concerns, in traceability sys-
tems and UC applications, the proposed model will use the 
FM [4]. Proposed by Al-Fedaghi, FM has seen a wide area of 

usage, such as in database access control, software engineer-
ing, web applications, and information security [17] [18] [19] 
[20]. It is inspired by the flow that naturally exist among many 
entities whether concrete or abstract, such as those in supply 
chain management, or in computer science in the Shannon-
Weaver’s communication model. FM is a diagrammatic mod-
el, in which flow-things, which can be the system’s compo-
nents, signals, or maybe information itself, trigger events or 
exchange data among one another. An FM model, shown in 
Fig. 1, is a collection of one or more than one flowsystem. A 
Flowsystem can include up to 6 stages or states, plus an extra 
7th one. These are: 
• Arrive: a flow-thing has arrived at the flowsystem 
• Accepted: it is allowed to enter the flowsystem 
• Processed: a flow-thing is changed or transformed from its 

original state   
• Released: a flow-thing is ready to leave the flowsystem 
• Created: a new flow-thing is made inside the flowsystem 
• Transferred: a flow-thing is leaving the flowsystem 
• These states can be added by one which is Storage; this can 

represent a flow-thing which is being stored in a state inside 
the flowsystem.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 1 shows the general FM model. Of course, the FM 
model can be customized by removing states, adding states, or 
changing the way these state communicate. For example, a 
flowsystem might not process data, and simply collects it, ver-
ifies it, and then pass it to another flowsystem; in this case, we 
would have Arrived, Accepted, and Released. This high level 
of flexibility allows the modeler to convey the system flow of 
information with clarity, and the triggering of events, indicat-
ed by the dashed arrows (not shown in Fig. 1), allow showing 
that data flow affects events in the system as well. In addition, 
a single entity can include more than one flowsystem. 

Privacy breaches that are made in systems that collect sensi-
tive data can be detected if we can find components that might 
store, process, or transfer these data sets on non-trusted links. 
If a modeler uses FM to illustrate such data exchange, with 
good knowledge of how the system communicates, security 
and privacy risks can be detected. From Ref. [3], the proposed 
model will borrow architectural elements, such as the Identity 
Manager, Context Manager, Virtual Environments, and the 
Transparency Manager. The proposed model will try to over-
come privacy threats, and identify them. 

4 CASE STUDY 
The UC system given in [21] will be used as the case study. In 
this paper, the details of implementation of the system will not 

Created Released Transferred 

Processed Accepted Arrived 

Fig. 1. The FM model IJSER
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be discussed, but will only use the actual hardware and soft-
ware architecture in order to show the possible privacy threats 
by using FM modeling. Moreover, in the next section, section 
V Results, the FM will be used in applying the proposed mod-
el presented in [3], in order to overcome the privacy threats in 
the system. The objective is to illustrate FM prowess in model-
ing privacy threats in UC systems.  

Health care sector is one of the best candidates for UC sys-
tems, and one with privacy perils as well [1] [22]. The pro-
posed UC system, in [21], is a health monitoring system. Its 
environment imply its critical and private functions, it is com-
posed of a group of health monitoring sensors that are able to 
connect to the Wireless Area Network WAN in the hospital. 
All the sensors’ collected data are sent to a medical server. The 
sensors use Zigbee and Bluetooth as well to transfer their data. 
The medical server keeps the records of the patients, processes 
and monitors the uploaded data, and allows users to access 
the data. It is also responsible for authenticating users, and 
monitors health thresholds in order to give warnings and 
alarms. The system architecture is given in Fig. 2. 

Fig. 2 shows the Health Monitoring System. It can be seg-
mented into 4 sections. Part (1) is the Hospital area, where 
sensors collect data and PDAs can access the collected data. 
Part (2) is the Wireless WAN, where all gathered data is being 
transferred to the network. Part (3) is the Internet, where the 
data is uploaded to the Medical Server to be processed, and be 
available for the Health Care Providers. Part (4) is the final 
section and where data is available for the end users, such as 
patients, medical staff, and outside users. In Fig. 3, we apply 
the FM to the system in [21], shown in Fig. 2. Since the model 
is too detailed, the model shall use the sectioning parts to 
show Fig. 2 in parts using FM. In each part, a flowsystem is 
used, and for simplicity, the model shall consider one flowsys-
tem for each section.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

In Fig. 3, for the first part (1), we can see that the sensors 
can collect data (Create), and then either sending it to part (2) 
or to other points of sensors and finally sending it out to (2) 
(Released and Transferred). For part (2); the WWAN can only 
receive the data and then transfer and release it. For part (3); 
the Internet and Medical Server, they accept the data, validate 
it, and process it as well. Finally they can transfer it or release 
it to the users in part (4). Finally in part (4); the end users can 
accept the data, release and transfer it. From a privacy point of 
view, we can see from FM that there are several points that 
may lead to privacy breaches in the system. For part (1); the 
state of Transfer suggests that the data is circulated between 
the sensors. Given how poor the security is in MANETs [5] [6], 
this could pose a huge privacy risk. Part (2), has also the 
Transfer state, but since this is done using hardware more 
complicated than simple sensors, such as gates, switches, and 
wireless antennas, so standard network measures against in-
truders should be used to reduce privacy risks. In part (3); the 
Internet and the Server level, because data is Processed here, 
this poses threats on the data privacy. For example, threats can 
be from the Medical Server users themselves, or from third 
party Health Care Providers. And for part (4); users can view, 
release and transfer the data sets. If users are limited to a set of 
anonymized or small public data sets, this will not be a priva-
cy threat. However, if users can access private data, regardless 
of the standard authentication procedures, this could pose 
privacy threats as well, if further levels of security are not 
used. Table 1, has the possible privacy threats that are in the 
Health Monitoring System of [21]. Using FM in Fig. 3, poten-
tial threats can be identified (e.g.: part 1 Transfer and Release 
datum to part 2 using WAN, and collects data, Create and Ac-
cept, using Zigbee and Bluetooth).  

5 RESULTS 
Continuing the example in the last section, in this section the 
proposed architecture given in [3], will be used to remedy the 
privacy holes discovered in section IV, in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. FM 
will also make a presence after the application of the privacy 
aware architecture. Since the architecture of [3] is elaborate 
and consists of six main components, the proposed model 
shall not use all these components, and instead use only what 
is needed. Assumptions can also be made, in order to mini-
mize the complexity and lessen the amount of added compo-
nents. This addition will help in solving the privacy problems 
found in the UC and traceability system of the Health Care 
System in [21], because the architecture has been proposed to 
solve common UC systems’ privacy problems that are some-
times overlooked. After the addition, FM will also be applied 
to highlight the solved privacy issues 

The proposed privacy-aware architecture of [3], which is al-
so discussed and explained in Section II, consists of 6 compo-
nents; they are the Sensor Manager; Context Manager; Access 
Control; Identity Manager; Virtual Environment; and Trans-
parency Manager. The first, which is the Sensor Manager, is 
responsible for managing the sensors. The proposed model 
assumes that the Health Care UC system has already integrat-
ed Sensor Manager with integrated security measures. For the 

Fig. 2. Health Monitoring System, from [21] 
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second component, the Context Manager, which creates and 
process data, it is already there in the system in part (3) of Fig. 
2 (the Network and Medical Server). Component 3, the Access 
Control and component 4, the Identity Manager, are responsi-
ble for granting permissions and authenticating the users, 
these will be added and separated. Virtual Environment, 
which is component 5, will also be added, because it is respon-
sible for securing third party access to the system data, 
through secure and controlled channels. The sixth and final 
component, the Transparency Manager, which audits and logs 
every data access and modification, will also be added to the 
Health Monitoring system. Fig. 4 shows the proposed model 
which is the modified system of [21], with privacy-aware ar-
chitecture from [3], and the added assumptions. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
Fig. 4 shows all the additional components that were add-

ed, and these are in part (3) and (4) from the original model. 
Context Manager has been added to part (3), in order to add 
the processing prowess for the system, after that the Identity 
Manager was added in the same section, part (3). The Identity 
Manager will work on authenticating the users; it can be even 
by a physical device such as an electronic card. It can also pro-
vide privacy policies, in which users can decide the level of 
privacy they would expect or want by committing to a privacy 
policy. Also in part (3), and (4), two more components were, 
and they are the Virtual Environment and the Transparency 
Manager. The first is used for making interaction with third 
parties (e.g. Health Care Providers) more secure and safe. Via 
using, secure channels, such as HTTPS, along with precau-
tions, such as limiting their view of the data the Medical Serv-
er processes. This would help keep malware a step behind the 
raw data in the Medical Server. The Transparency Manager 

will provide the auditing and logging needed in case of a pri-
vacy threat occurred on the behalf of the end users. For exam-
ple, if a user reports that his/her data has been published, 
abused, or misused in any form. The logs can easily track the 
perpetrator, and help in preventing further privacy breaches. 
The last two components work at both sections (3) and (4), so 
both the privileged users at part (3) and the end users at part 
(4), will benefit from the additional components. 
 

TABLE 1 
POSSIBLE PRIVACY THREATS IN THE HEALTH MONITORING SYSTEM 

System Privacy Threat Threat 
Status 

Health Monitor-
ing System of 
Ref. [21] 

Part 1: Zigbee and Bluetooth have weak 
security features, they also Transfer and 
Release data 

High 

Part 2: the WWAN Release data, wireless 
communication must be encrypted 

High 

Part 3: the Internet Transfer and Release 
data to the Server and the Health Care 
Provider. These connection need to be 
secure 

Medium 

Part 4: the end-users Transfer and Re-
lease data as well. The users must not be 
allowed all these privileges unless using 
role-based privileges  

Medium 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
In Fig. 5, FM has been applied to the proposed model archi-

tecture, yet again, for the modified Health Monitoring UC sys-
tem of [21] shown in Fig. (4). It can be seen how FM gives in-
sight on how the added components differed the way data 
handling was in the system.  

For part (1), since no new component was added it remains 
the same, save for the assumption that was made, that a Sen-
sor Manager is already there to monitor and secure the data 
handling. In part (2), nothing was added as well, and it re-
mains the same. In part (3), the Context Manager handles Ar-
rived data, and then Processes these data, or Creates and Pro-
cesses data. It is then Accepted at the Identity Manager, where 

Legend:  - Cr: Created    - Ar: Arrived    - Pr: Processed                       
- Tr: Transferred   -  Ac: Accepted     -  Re: Released 
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Fig. 3. FM for the Health Care Monitoring System 
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Care Monitoring System 
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it is verified and ready to be used only by privileged users. 
Then, it is Transferred to the Virtual Environment, this com-
ponent spans both part (3) and (4). Moreover, it is Processes 
data and either Release or Transfer and Release data to the 
Transparency Manager. The latter also spans both part (3) and 
(4), and is responsible for Creating logs and audit sessions for 
the Released data. Final data is Released at the Virtual Envi-
ronment, while the Transparency Manager Releases logs and 
audits.  

The additional privacy-aware components have done well 
in order to lessen the privacy holes in the system. However, 
for the first two sections, assumptions were made of safety 
and privacy, and so added no new component. The Identity 
Manager can also extend for part (4) as well, we only showed 
that it allows and validates users at part (3), but end users are 
authenticated as well. The Virtual Environment can be used 
for providing secure channels, which can imply authenticating 
users, if not at a less complex level, since users are all less priv-
ileged in general. In Table 2, the issues that were in Table 1, 
are solved. Details of how the proposed model handles the 
privacy issues, while maintaining all the UC, and traceability 
functions of the original system, are given in Table 2. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

6 CONCLUSION 
Mark Weiser of Xerox has foreseen (and coined the term) that 
Ubiquitous Computing technology holds great potential for 
modern devices and systems, while opening doors to new 
venues. These range from monitoring VANETs, MANETs, and 

the Educational and Health Care sectors as well, such as smart 
class rooms, and safer hospital rooms. Traceability is a key 
component in UC systems, among Invisibility, and the Collec-
tion and Access of data from any point in the system [1] [3] [9]. 
Therefore, in having these technologies that enable safe, quick, 
and invisible services, we have paid for them with our priva-
cy. Indeed, UC systems provide great privacy risks to individ-
uals or objects. Compromised or ill-used, such systems can 
allow perpetrators to trace our actions, monitor, or even locate 
our objects or ourselves. The key in solving the contrast in ob-
jectives is in providing the ubiquity of tracking systems and 
the safety and privacy of anonymity by using privacy-aware 
systems architecture. This architecture is provided by using a 
modeling schema that enables modeling systems with granu-
lar details of information flow. FM, which was used, allowed 
for such details to manifest, allowing the proposed model to 
discover privacy and tracing issues. 

 
TABLE 2 

 THE PROPOSED MODEL THREAT TABLE 

System Privacy Threat (Solved) Threat Status 
(Modified) 

The proposed 
model (the 
modified Health 
Monitoring 
System of Ref. 
[21], with FM 
[4], and archi-
tecture elements 
of [3] 

Part 1: Zigbee and Bluetooth have 
weak security features, they also Trans-
fer and Release data 
Solution: assuming that the sensors 
have enough encryption capabilities 

Medium 

Part 2: the WWAN Release data, wire-
less communication must be encrypted 
Solution: assuming that the WWAN 
connections are encrypted 

Low 

Part 3: the Internet Transfer and Re-
lease data to the Server and the Health 
Care Provider. These connection need 
to be secure 
Solution: the Context Manager sorts 
data into groups –Arrive, Create, and 
Process- (e.g.: private data, public 
data), and then the Identity manager 
choses who views what data –Accept 
and Transfer-. The Virtual Environment 
allows for safe spaces to sort data-
Arrive and Process-, while Transparen-
cy Manager takes data -Arrive- 

Low 

Part 4: the end-users Transfer and 
Release data as well. The users must 
not be allowed all these privileges 
unless using role-based privileges 
Solution: the data is safely Transfer 
and Release to the Transparency man-
ager that Release and Create logs and 
audits for sent data for security 
measures   

Medium 

 
FM was used to model a UC system in a health environ-

ment, and find privacy concerns. Since hospitals have private 
and sensitive data that includes the lives of the patients as well 

Fig. 5. FM Privacy-Aware additional components for the Health 
Care Monitoring System 
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as staff members, the exchange of data in the system has to be 
secure and safe [21] [22]. The FM showed many privacy risks 
such as how sensors transfer data from one point to another in 
MANETs, sensitive data being exposed to third parties, and 
allowing end-users to access data from the internet. The same 
UC system was augmented by additional components to rem-
edy the privacy concerns [3]. After the additions, FM showed 
how the altered system handles data, through its flow-thing 
modeling. Added components allowed the system to filter, 
process, and monitor the data usage and end-users as well, not 
only allowing for a more safe system, but also made accounta-
bility and reliability for the actions users make. The results of 
the solved problems show how a modeling schema, especially 
if we had a very large system with many components, can 
reveal otherwise hidden privacy threats.    

Other means of securing privacy in UC systems include the 
use of two-way authentication protocols, the use of pseudo-
nyms, place-preserving, or policy-preserving methods such as 
mix zones and virtual walls respectively, and LBS services 
anonymization techniques, all of which can be modeled in FM, 
and can be further analyzed for privacy holes in their designs 
as well. 
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